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 Introduction to the Survey and Survey Methodology     

   Introduction 

 This was never going to be an ordinary survey project. Surveying individuals 

who have experienced the horrors of war and lived to tell their story to an 

international tribunal is no easy undertaking. Yet such compelling research 

is necessary if we are to understand fully the “justice cascade” and how tran-

sitional justice mechanisms can be used to hold accountable those who have 

violated human rights (Sikkink  2011 ). While great strides have been made 

in developing the rule of law and international legal institutions to discour-

age governments and rebels from violating humanitarian laws and human 

rights, there is an intensely personal component to the judicial proceedings 

that can often be overlooked. The witnesses  –  whose experiences are the 

foundation of a tribunal’s search for truth –  are vital for exonerating or con-

victing the accused, and their testimony helps establish the historical record. 

They are the indispensable stakeholders for whom the core mission of the 

International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) is to 

ensure that equity and fairness are applied throughout the testimonial pro-

cess. And as critical and as difi cult as the testimonial process is, the witness 

experience does not end with the court’s i nal judgment. The witnesses go 

back to their lives and face the consequences of returning home to shattered 

communities after testifying. What paths and pain take the witnesses from 

war and its aftermath to the rarii ed courtrooms of an international tribunal? 

How do the witnesses’ experiences and perceptions in the post- testimonial 

phase help us better understand and develop justice systems that ensure jus-

tice is done? How can we better gauge the short- term and long- term impacts 

on witnesses who testify? And most especially, how can legal institutions 

ensure that these individuals are not re- traumatized by the process and pro-

tect those who have come forward from backlash within their communities? 
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Our most fundamental purpose of this unique survey was to examine more 

fully the witness experience by exploring these and other questions through 

an in- depth survey and short interview with a cross- section of witnesses who 

have testii ed before the ICTY. 

 The initiative to implement a survey project about the witness experiences 

of those who appear before a war crimes tribunal came from both the ICTY 

(the Victims and Witnesses Section –  VWS) and a team of faculty and gradu-

ate students at the University of North Texas (UNT). Since 2001, UNT   schol-

ars had regularly interacted with VWS because of study abroad and faculty 

research programs. When the ICTY put out a call for a research partner, 

UNT responded with a proposal and was ultimately selected. Negotiating 

the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)   and seeking multiple approvals 

through the Institutional Review Board (IRB)   (which included a review of 

both national and international requirements needed to conduct this type of 

unique research) were only the beginning. Utilizing focus groups with VWS 

personnel, both in the region and in The Hague, we took more than 18 months 

to develop a comprehensive approach toward the survey. The survey needed 

to be witness- centered, and the process itself was intended to provide an 

opportunity for witnesses to let the ICTY know the impact that testifying had 

on them. The collective wisdom of those who had testii ed was needed to pro-

vide insight about testifying so that future generations of war crimes victims 

and witnesses might better know what to expect. Of paramount importance 

was guarding against having the survey process trigger traumatic memories as 

witnesses recounted what testifying had meant to them. Moreover, protecting 

the identity, security, and coni dentiality   needs of those witnesses who had 

received protective measures during the time of trial was also critical, result-

ing in the need for additional protocols. All of these practical considerations 

were constrained by the need to conduct a survey consistent with scientii c 

evaluations about the impact of testifying on witnesses and providing an ethic 

of care to witnesses in the post- testimonial phase, as we describe in this chap-

ter. Ultimately, our goal has been to contribute to a broader, interdisciplinary 

understanding about what it means to bear witness, as research is relatively 

embryonic in this i eld. 

 To be sure, there have been other relevant studies on individuals who have 

appeared before international tribunals investigating human rights viola-

tions. Stover ( 2005 )   interviewed 87 prosecution witnesses from the ICTY, as 

well as ICTY personnel and afi liates through a structured interview process. 

While witnesses were mostly positive about their experience, the study high-

lighted criticisms about the testimonial process and the Tribunal itself. Cody 
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et al. ( 2014 ) also   examined victim- witnesses from the International Criminal 

Court through an interview survey instrument prior to testifying, soon after 

testifying, and 6– 12 months after testifying. The witness testimonial process 

was found to be positive overall, with women     being slightly more positive 

than men  . Women, however, felt less secure than men did in the post- trial 

phase   and were less likely to think that their testimony contributed   to truth 

or justice. 

 Perhaps the most important research has come from the wealth of infor-

mation provided by in- depth interviews conducted at the Special Court for 

Sierra Leone    . Researchers found that witnesses were more likely to have a 

positive experience     if they felt respected by court personnel and found cross- 

examination to be a positive experience (Horn et al.  2009b ,  2011 ). Witnesses 

have both public and personal reasons for why they testii ed (Stepakoff et al. 

 2014 ,  2015 ), such as contributing “to public knowledge about the war,” desiring 

“retributive justice,” and as part of a “moral duty to other victims.” The study 

found that four out of i ve witnesses described the consequences of testifying 

as primarily positive (compared to negative or neutral), with more than three 

times as many positive as negative consequences. 

 The present study, different from the previous seminal pieces, is ground-

breaking in many respects. No survey research has utilized a systematic and 

scientii c sampling process by independent analysts of all types of witnesses 

in the testimonial process  –  those called by the Ofi ce of the Prosecution 

(OTP), Defence, and Chambers. Additionally, the human security needs of 

witnesses   who testify with protective measures (those whose identities cannot 

be revealed because of the security risks they would face if their full identity 

was known) meant that only authorized Tribunal personnel could have access 

to them. Nonetheless, the partnership between the VWS and UNT   meant 

that we were able to survey these individuals, thus being able to expand on 

previous work and delve more deeply into the witness experience than other 

research has been able to do (Stover  2005 ). 

 The present study also builds on research done with smaller samples of 

prosecution witnesses (Stover  2005 ) to provide a more in- depth analysis of the 

multifaceted experiences of witnesses, such as their physical and psycholog-

ical well- being and their perceptions about international justice (Stepakoff 

et al.  2014 ,  2015 ; Stover  2005 ; Cody et al.  2014 ). This project helps enable the 

ICTY and other international criminal tribunals to assess more fully the post- 

testimony needs of witnesses   and to develop best practices in witness manage-

ment and well- being, because as other research has argued, there is still much 

that needs to be known about bearing witness (Horn et al.  2009b ,  2011 ; Henry 
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 2009 ; O’Connell  2005 ; Mendeloff  2009 ; Stepakoff et al.  2014 ,  2015 ; Stover 

 2005 ; Cody et al.  2014 ). 

 The survey was designed to gather information across multiple aspects of 

the witnesses’ experiences before, during, and after the testimonial process. 

The 32- page survey instrument includes 149 multiple- choice questions along 

with 37 follow- up questions and 31 opportunities for witnesses to write in their 

own short answers to questions throughout the questionnaire. In i ve sec-

tions, the survey evaluates: (1) witness background and reasons for testifying 

(28 questions with 2 follow- ups); (2) socioeconomic impact on witnesses (8 

questions with 7 follow- ups); (3) security concerns for witnesses (10 questions 

with 21 follow- ups); (4) physical and psychological health and well- being of 

witnesses (82 questions with 3 follow- ups); and (5) witness perceptions about 

justice and the ICTY’s legacy (21 questions with 4 follow- ups). A sixth section 

asks three open- ended questions that are audio- recorded at the conclusion 

of the written survey. This section provides witnesses with an opportunity to 

elaborate more freely on concerns or issues about the testimonial process, 

their advice for future witnesses in war crimes trials, and their feedback to the 

ICTY about what they would change about the proceedings or the process 

of testifying. 

 Our more specii c objectives were several. First, we sought to provide a 

comprehensive analysis of the effects on witnesses that result from having par-

ticipated in criminal proceedings before the ICTY. Interviews with victims 

and witnesses reveal that participating in a judicial process can contribute to 

and/ or aggravate the psychological recovery process of survivors of violence  . 

Many existing studies recommend further research into the long- term impact 

of giving testimony  , with an emphasis on victims’ and witnesses’ well- being, 

to provide adequate assistance during the post- trial period (Horn et al.  2009b , 

 2011 ; Henry  2009 ; O’Connell  2005 ; Mendeloff  2009 ; Stepakoff et al.  2014 ,  2015 ; 

Stover  2005 ; Cody et al.  2014 ). Second, we and the ICTY in particular sought 

to assess witness needs. Information from the study enables the VWS   and 

witness support structures   at other tribunals to better assess witnesses’ needs 

during and following testimony to assist in identifying the appropriate course 

of action for those who require additional support. Third, the project was 

designed as part of the ICTY efforts to assess its legacy and to provide useful 

information/ guidelines for future witness support structures. The conclusions 

and recommendations drawn from this study would be the i rst comprehen-

sive analysis of the effects and consequences of witnesses’ involvement in 

international criminal proceedings, therefore contributing to the legacy of the 

ICTY and assisting in the development of best practices at other international 

and domestic tribunals.  
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  Understanding the Witness Experience through 
Ethnicity, Gender, and Experience 

     Our goal, however, is not just to review the descriptive statistics from this 

extraordinary trove of information about the witness experience. We advance 

scholarship and theory on international justice, conl ict, and the micro- level 

impact of major international institutions; address critical gaps in the literature 

and our theories on transitional justice; and provide new theoretical insights 

into the meanings of bearing witness and delivering justice. Specii cally, 

we analyze how witnesses experience the testimonial process through three 

key factors –  ethnicity, gender, and trauma –  as the principal, although not 

the exclusive, lenses of analysis to advance our knowledge and theory of the 

witness experience and international justice. Why the focus on these three 

factors? 

 First, issues of ethnicity, gender, and trauma i gure prominently in the juris-

prudence of the ICTY. The charges of genocide (always) and crimes against 

humanity (frequently) are based on the intent of the perpetrator to target a 

population because of its ethnicity (as well as other characteristics). A strong 

gender component has been part of the ICTY’s work as the Tribunal has deliv-

ered key precedents regarding liability for sexual assault  , including holding 

commanding ofi cers responsible for violence committed by their subordi-

nates; prohibiting sexual enslavement as a violation of international law; and 

i nding liability for sexual violence committed against males. Perhaps most 

pointedly the traumas suffered by the witnesses were the primary impetus 

for establishing the tribunal. These traumatic experiences helped determine 

which perpetrators the OTP   chose to indict, while the traumatic impact of 

the crimes is a dei ning feature of the sentences handed down for those con-

victed. The gravity of the crimes –  the trauma suffered by the witnesses –  is 

an ever- present reality in international justice and judicial decision- making. 

Thus, understanding the witness experience along the axes of ethnicity, gen-

der, and trauma is critical in explaining how the Tribunal and its legacy are 

experienced and understood. 

 Perhaps the most important rationale for examining the impact of testify-

ing on witnesses through their ethnicity, gender, and trauma suffered is that 

these factors weigh heavily as dei ning features of who the witnesses are and 

why they are called to testify. Victims were typically singled out for abuse 

or left alone because of their ethnic identity. The targeting of women (and 

men) for sexual violence   is thought to be a routine consequence of war, with 

human victims as weapons of mass conl ict and as the bounty for conquering 

armies. These traumatic experiences can shape the lives of the witnesses, their 
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physical and emotional health, and their social relations in the community. 

Using a witness- based framework regarding the experience of testifying, we 

contend these three foci provide both depth and breadth for understanding 

the witness experience before war crimes tribunals. 

  Ethnicity 

     The wars of the former Yugoslavia, like many intrastate conl icts, were fought 

along key markers of identity, of which ethnicity was the most salient and 

encompassing. Each of the principal ethnic groups –  Bosniaks   (or Bosnian 

Muslims), Serbians  , Croatians  , and Kosovar Albanians   –  struggled to dei ne 

a political, geographic, and social space in which they felt secure. Bosnian 

Muslims battled Serbs; Croats fought Serbs; Bosnian Croats fought Bosnian 

Muslims; and Kosovar Albanians fought Serbs.  1   Ethnicity also correlates highly 

with religion     (Bosniak Muslims, Catholic Croatians, Orthodox Serbians, and 

Kosovar Albanian Muslims), language (the Bosniak, Croat, and Serb popula-

tions each lay claim to distinct languages, even though there are substantial 

similarities, while Albanian is quite distinct from all the others), history (espe-

cially given the subjugation of the various groups by distant empires, e.g., 

Ottoman Empire, Austro- Hungarian Empire), and wealth (poverty tends to 

increase the further south one goes in the region). Indeed, the term “ethnic 

cleansing  ” was coined during the Balkan wars to describe the expulsion of 

people from their homes and their replacement by members of another ethnic 

group who laid claim to these lands. 

     Ethnicity is critical for understanding not just the Balkan wars     but many 

civil conl icts. Some estimates indicate that almost two- thirds of all civil wars 

stem from ethnicity and identity issues (Denny and Walter  2014 ; Seymour 

et al.  2016 ; Themnér and Wallensteen  2012 ). Identity, and in particular eth-

nic identity, has been prominent in studies of civil conl ict, especially in the 

post– Cold War era with the decline of international conl icts (Mason and 

Meernik  2006 ). Despite recognition that ethnicity is a critical marker in divid-

ing populations, there is debate regarding whether ethnicity is nearly so domi-

nant in explaining conl ict (Seymour et al.  2016 ) and whether it is too crude a 

mechanism for understanding complex conl icts with dynamic and opportu-

nistic alliances that often transcend ethnic identity. Violence in local theaters 

     1     We recognize that there were also brief conl icts in the breakup of Yugoslavia that involved 
Slovenes (1991) and Macedonians (2001), but because there were no trials regarding the former 
and just one regarding the latter, there are no Slovenes and only two Macedonians in our 
sample.  
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of conl ict can often be rooted in local divisions and less driven by “supralo-

cal” identities (Kalyvas  2003 ). To be sure, ethnicity does not always provide 

the sole motivation. The opportunity or the support necessary to wage civil 

war along identity lines, greed, and grievances are also powerful motivators. 

Ethnicity, however, provides the organizing concept that may not only lead to 

violence but also foment greater levels of violence in war- i ghting, and espe-

cially human rights abuses against civilians. There are incentives to target 

the coethnic nationals of one’s adversaries to create ethnically cleansed lands 

(Cederman et al. 2011) or as a strategy for undermining support in the popula-

tion for one’s adversaries     (Fjelde and Hultman  2014 ). 

     The conl icts in the former Yugoslavia were fueled by long- standing ethni-

cally based rivalries that often caused many observers to argue there was little 

the international community could do to stop the cycles of violence (Kaplan 

 1994 ). At the same time, political leaders such as Slobodan Milo š evic 8    and 

Franjo Tudjman   exploited these tensions for their own ends. Gagnon   (2004) 

shows that these leaders actually “demobilized” and sidelined populations 

largely reluctant to embark on campaigns of ethnic violence and cleansing 

through fearmongering, circumscribing political space for their opponents, 

and buying the acquiescence of key players. Nonetheless, whether individuals 

dei ne and i ght conl icts based on ethnicity and kinship ties, or their underly-

ing fears of the other are exploited by instrumentalist political leaders for their 

own ends, violence assumes strong ethnic dimensions. Efforts at addressing 

the causes of these conl icts and prosecuting those responsible for taking eth-

nic conl ict to the extremes of crimes against humanity and genocide must 

recognize these divisions as well. As Seymour     et al. ( 2016 : 49) write, “Ethnicity 

is thus a potent cleavage around which to organize collective action because 

it is prone to manipulation from above and because ethnic homogeneity 

induces more cooperative     behavior from below    .”  

  Gender 

     Gender has been shown to be a critical dimension along which the horrors of 

war and the challenges of post- conl ict peace- building occur (Hudson et al. 

2012). Yet research that explicitly focuses on the gender dimensions in transi-

tional justice     has been lacking (cf. King et al.  2016 ; King and Greening  2007 ; 

Broun é us  2010 ). It is striking in the development of gender- based approaches 

within traditional interational relations (IR) behavioral theories that research 

questions connect gender identity and female roles within the community to 

increasingly interdisciplinary questions about women’s roles in international 

law, conl ict, and organizations.     Gender and the role of women in post- conl ict 
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societies bring women’s unique “voices” to the table, and gender- based analy-

ses provide insight into traditionally male- dominated arenas (King et al.  2016 ; 

Tickner  2001 ; Enloe  1993 ; Menkel- Meadow  1985 ; Gilligan  1982 ). Feminist IR 

research has moved from “margin to mainstream” (Kelly  2005 : 474) and has 

developed a more relativist sense of women as “socially positioned citizens” 

whose relationship to power- based males makes women both subjects and 

objects (Youngs  2008 : 697). Whether as soldiers in civil conl ict, victims of 

war, or arbiters of the peace, women’s roles are reconceptualized inside differ-

ent contexts providing opportunities to examine gender inside institutions and 

communities (McBride and Mazur  2010 ; Al- Ali and Pratt  2009 ; Kelly  2005 ). 

 The creation of the ICTY and the other ad hoc tribunals, however, has 

advanced international law about sexual violence   and increased the prominence 

and presence of women as prosecutors, defense counsel, and judges. The expan-

sion of the presence of women was also thought to help ensure that allegations of 

sexual violence would be vigorously prosecuted and punished (King et al.  2016 ; 

Askin  2003 ; Copelon  2000 ; Hoefgen  1999 ; Bunch  1995 ), after centuries of wars 

where such crimes were marginalized. Individuals were targeted with gender 

violence throughout the 1990s Balkan wars     as a tactic to destroy a population by 

destroying female fertility (preventing future births, damaging women physically 

and psychologically, and forcing impregnation by the enemy). Rape   allowed war-

ring males the opportunity to dehumanize the population and gave soldiers the 

“spoils” of war (Stiglmayer  1994 ; Ray 1997). Whether it was because they were 

women singled out for sexual abuse and enslavement or men who were selected 

for elimination     during genocidal massacres, there were gender- conscious politi-

cal and military strategies employed in these conl icts. This connection between 

sexual violence and ethnicity     is clear from patterns in cross- national data examin-

ing state militaries and their role in carrying out sexual violence in conl ict zones 

(Seymour et al.  2016 : 53; Cohen and Nord å s 2014). Gender plays a prominent 

role in conl ict violence, and thus is a crucial lens through which to understand 

the witness experience    .  

  Experience and Trauma 

     The Prosecution, Defence, and Trial Chambers typically call their witnesses 

to testify about their wartime experiences.  2   These experiences, or the witness-

ing of such events, include extreme deprivation of food or healthcare, destruc-

tion of home and community, detention, separation and disappearance of 

     2     To be sure, there have been many expert witnesses called to testify about the historical back-
ground and the events of the 1990s, but our focus in this survey, as we describe subsequently, 
is on the fact witnesses.  
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family members, severe beatings, sexual violence   and rape, torture, and the 

killing of others. These events represent the very reason for the establishment 

of the ICTY and the need for witness testimony. 

 One cannot overstate the impact of this trauma in terms of the physiologi-

cal   and psychological health of those persons who are responsible for “bearing 

witness.” It means that not only did they endure signii cant levels of trauma, 

with which they still cope on a daily basis, but the very process of having to 

testify in one or more trials required them to recall these painful memories, to 

cope with waiting periods (which can last years) before being called to testify, 

and to deal with the residual impact of having testii ed. 

 In addition to the painful relevance of these wartime experiences for both 

the witness and the ICTY, we are particularly interested in the extent to which 

the amount and type of trauma witnesses have undergone affects their percep-

tions and opinions about the testimonial process and the ICTY itself. There 

are two particularly compelling questions of theoretical and practical impor-

tance that we can gain leverage over through our focus on witness experi-

ences and trauma. First, there has been a number of publications in the last 

10 to 15  years on the emotional and psychological well- being of witnesses, 

victims, and persons who have survived the conl icts in the former Yugoslavia. 

There has been debate about the impact of testifying on psychological healing   

(Bandes  2009 ; Henry  2009 ,  2010 ; Herman  2003 ). Does the process of testifying 

do more harm than good to the emotional state of those who testify given the 

level and kinds of wartime traumas the witnesses endured? Some have argued 

that the process of testifying could provide a healing        , closure, or catharsis to 

help overcome traumatic events (Moghalu  2004 :  216; Stover  2005 ). Others 

have argued that evidence is limited and questionable when it comes to the 

impact on victims (Bandes  2009 : 16), and that this is particularly true for the 

ICTY witnesses (Clark  2009a ,  2009b ,  2009c ,  2009d ,  2014 ). The reality is, how-

ever, that little is known about “the individual psychological and emotional 

effects of national truth- telling and accountability mechanisms, or about vic-

tims’ experiences with criminal justice more broadly” (Mendeloff  2009 : 596). 

We examine the impact of wartime trauma on witnesses to understand why 

some witnesses may be able to better withstand the rigors of   the testimonial 

process and why others may not. 

         The witnesses’ type and range of traumas associated with war can also help 

us understand one of the most interesting i ndings to emerge from research 

on the micro- level impacts of trauma. In a fascinating piece of research that 

surveys a number of articles across several social science disciplines, especially 

economics  , Bauer et al. ( 2016 ) i nd that people who are exposed to violence 

are more likely to become cooperative, participate in social activities, take 
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leadership roles, and give altruistically. Indeed, there is a burgeoning i eld of 

cross- national research on how violence affects people’s psychology and social 

relations that demonstrates, as we would expect, that these singular events 

exercise an important impact on our lives. The counterintuitive i nding is that 

these experiences can often generate positive effects. If indeed the silver lining 

of war is that it does help many people act on the better angels of their nature 

afterward, then we should i nd evidence of it in our data        . 

 Thus, these three foci –  ethnicity, gender, and trauma –  are chosen for 

their practical relevance, their institutional signii cance, and their theoretical 

leverage to help us shed light on the critical questions scholars seek to under-

stand about the witness experience. Throughout we examine how ethnicity, 

gender, and trauma have inl uenced the reasons why witnesses testify, their 

personal experiences with the testimonial process, and their views of interna-

tional justice. We analyze how the three factors inl uence the types of negative 

harms experienced by witnesses, such as economic losses  , security threats  , and 

impacts on psychological health  . Research   on these questions has largely been 

anecdotal, exploratory, and generally not rel ective of the diversity of factors 

that shape the witness experience, nor has research done an adequate job of 

connecting the testimonial process to the post- testimonial phase (cf. Cody 

et al.  2014 ; Broun é us  2010 ; Stover  2005 ). In this book and through the use of 

these unique survey data, we not only provide a practical understanding of the 

witness experience that can be utilized by other international and national 

tribunals, but we can also begin to answer some of the most vexing questions 

facing those interested in transitional justice. We begin by briel y reviewing 

the history of the establishment of the ICTY    .   

  Background to the ICTY 

   The end of the Cold War from 1989 to 1991 led to the collapse of multiple 

communist governments, like that of the former Yugoslavia. The commu-

nist ideology and the dictatorial rule of longtime Yugoslav president Joseph 

Tito had been the glue that held together the disparate peoples of Yugoslavia 

through his death in 1980. Without these binding agents, nationalist leaders 

like Slobodan Milo š evic 8  of Serbia and Franjo Tudjman of Croatia played 

upon the fears of uncertain times and established authoritarian governments 

to enforce their notions of ethnic purity. In their quest for power, national-

ist leaders across the region propounded virulent propaganda and divide and 

conquer politics, and inspired the creation of brutal paramilitary groups. This 

violent nationalism, a history of conl icted regional and ethnic relationships 

and rivalries across the former Yugoslavia, a collapsing economy, and changes 
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